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7. Diagnosis and management of subclinical hypothyroidism in pregnancy. BMJ 2014;349:g4929.


Research Studies


36. A few seconds to have an accident, a long time to recover: consequences for road accident victims from the ESPARR cohort 2 years after the accident. Accid Anal Prev 2014;72:422-32.

Practice Guidelines


BOOKS to borrow


Audio CDs/MP3s

Sepsis (EM 31:20)
Domestic abuse/Fever (FP 62:37)
Esophageal conditions (Gast 28:19)
Headache/Vitamin D (IM 61:38)
Ovarian cancer (O&G 61:20)
Thyroid disorders (O&G 61:19)
Food allergy (Ped 60:39)
Alcohol use disorder (Psy 43:19)

New tricks...
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